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On Tuesday April 8th, 2021, Heather Greenwood Davis and Liza Azzuolo formed a panel hosted 

by Emily McDonald for Humber Online Solutions to educate individuals on how to engage your 

audience online. 

 

Since the conception of the Internet in 1989, its popularity across the globe has growing and 

people have been utilizing it to grow their audience. In 2021, over half the world has access to 

the internet and 92% of them access it with a mobile device. During the webinar Liza and 

Heather provide information on how to engage your audience and build your brand despite the 

large number of users online. 

 

If the internet is this condensed, how do attract views? What are the steps you have to take to be 

successful and gain a large audience? We need to understand the people are the life of the brand, 

this means if the people lose interest your brand starts to lose life as well. Companies should stay 

true to their brand when making changes in the business, don’t just jump on trends because 

they’re popular (Davis, Azzuolo, 2021). Nowadays if there is a trend, influencers follow it to 

gain popularity, popularity doesn’t mean success though, some trends are helpful to gain traction, 

but they may harm the image of your brand. Understand which trends are worthwhile and filter 

out the harmful trends.  

 

This leads me another piece of advice I found helpful for individuals and companies building 

their brand. Firms are able to find out who is engaging with their content, this means you can 

tailor your content towards them and create a message that is authentic and impactful. This 

relates back to not following trends as they may not support your brands visions (Davis, 

Azzuolo, 2021).  

 

Staying responsive is very important, and while running you a business you should aim to reply 

in under 24 hours. During this unfortunate time, everyone has to maintain social distancing, 

which means some people have to work from home, while you may be more available at home, 

it’s understandable that if you can’t guarantee quick replies, everyone has the right to their 

personal time. Even your audience has their personal time, so don’t send after hour emails unless 

it’s an absolute emergency (Davis, Azzuolo, 2021 

 

Building a connection with your audience and maintaining a healthy relationship with other 

brands you team up with is very important, try to do some research and find out the background 

of the person you are reaching out to, this can help you not ask questions that make them 

uncomfortable and avoid awkward situations. Other ways to avoid awkward situations is to “bite 

your tongue” and not overshare, and don’t be quick to burn bridges as they can lead to bumps 

down the road (Davis, Azzuolo, 2021).  

 

This webinar was very beneficial, and it provided me with these important pieces of advice to 

engage an audience, as well as how to keep them engaged while respecting their privacy and 

personal time. 
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